LTE Enabled UAVs Empowering Public Safety
Drone as a First Responder (DFR) technology giving first responders a live
overhead view before they arrive on scene

Paladin’s Story

THERE HAS TO BE A

BETTER WAY
Paladin founder Divy Shrivastava spent most of his childhood in a town 25 minutes north of Columbus, Ohio. In 2016,
just as he was readying to attend Berkeley for engineering, a close friend’s house caught fire and burned down. This
event had a massive impact on Divy and the community as a whole.
After talking to the local fire chief, he learned two important facts: 1) a fire doubles in size every 30 seconds.
2) First responders never have enough information when they arrive on the scene. This is because when someone
calls 911, they’re usually panicked or not trained to assess a scene. He knew there had to be a better way.
After another fire burned down a campus church during his first year at Berkeley, Divy set out to found Paladin with a
single mission – Send autonomous drones to 911 calls to give first responders a live overhead view of an emergency
before they arrive, helping to increase situational awareness, decrease response times, and save lives.
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System Overview

A COMPREHENSIVE

DFR SOLUTION
With one click, Paladin’s autonomous drone deploys to a 911 call from its remote home base and arrives on-site before first
responders, giving them a live and controllable video feed before they arrive. When a priority one call comes in, gather valuable
intel, plan ahead, and execute immediately on arrival. A widespread challenge that many departments face is being
understaffed. Departments can now clear calls with a UAV that have been in the CAD for a long time and are not likely to be
active allowing their officers’ time to be more efficiently allocated. Paladin’s LTE enabled drones coupled with our autonomous
software controls and data management platform make Drone as a First Responder (DFR) programs both effective and
straightforward to implement.

Paladin EXT
Extend the operating range of a DJI
M30 or M300 with Paladin’s new EXT
LTE Module. Enabling you to fly BVLOS
and DFR without range anxiety

Knighthawk

Watchtower

Specifically designed for BVLOS
Paladin’s DFR software where control of
missions, Knighthawk is LTE -enabled drones, view of the live video feed, and
55-minute flight time drone with
data management take place.
payload.

BVLOS Program
& Setup
Paladin secures BVLOS waivers and COA’s
from the FAA on behalf of our customers
to ensure they are compliant and can
operate legally.

Paladin EXT

LIMITLESS RANGE. UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES
Extend the operating range of your DJI M30 or M300 with
Paladin’s new EXT LTE Module.
With a quick and simple installation of the LTE module to
the drone’s PSDK port, you can now leverage the stable
connection of LTE to fly further and see more without
relying on traditional radio frequencies. Starting a DFR
program no longer requires a Remote Pilot in Command
stationed on the roof of the department
Introducing the new frontier in LTE drone technology.

Extend the operating range of your
DJI M30 or M300

Eliminate the need for a Remote-Pilot-in-Command
(RPIC) on the roof

Quick and simple installation via the
PSDK port. Plug and play.

With DFR, safely travel a 3-mile radius from your
home base
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Knighthawk

LTE-ENABLED UAV FOR DFR
Specifically designed for Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS)
missions, Knighthawk uses an LTE connection which allows it
to reach the 3-mile radius limit required by the FAA with ease.
With a 55 minute battery life with payload, users have ample
time for the majority of situations to gather intel. Knighthawk
is manufactured in Houston, TX USA and has accomplished
over 1800 Drone as First Responder (DFR) BVLOS missions.

55- min flight time with payload allows ample time for
missions and multiple missions in one flight.

Using LTE allows Knighthawk to safely travel 3 miles away
from its home base,

Knighthawk’s camera features 10x optical zoom &
640x512p thermal capabilities.

LTE enables BVLOS flight. We have gotten the first ever BVLOS waiver
in Class B airspace authorized by the FAA.

Watchtower

FLY, STREAM, AND MANAGE DATA
Watchtower is Paladin’s DFR software where control of your
LTE-enabled drone, view of the live video feed, and data
management takes place. The ability to control the drone’s
location with the click of a button from anywhere in the country
makes this system an easy-to-use force multiplier that can relay
critical information minutes before humans arrive on scene.
Whether operated out of a real-time crime center, dispatch
center, or in a UAS unit, emergency response can be chaotic
with multiple sources of information coming in all at once.
Watchtower is designed to be as simple as possible and works to
lower the risk of human error through autonomous flight .

Fly from anywhere in the country with an LTE
connection.

Users have full control of the gimbal allowing them to adjust
the angle of the camera with the click of a mouse.

Integrates with DJI products. Watchtower can be used to
control them from a computer or smartphone as well.

Unlimited viewers - city managers, first responders, and anyone else
with access can watch the live video feed from anywhere with an
internet connection.
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FAA Program & Setup

FAA

PROGRAM & SETUP
The FAA can be a daunting agency to navigate without prior experience. We get beyond visual line of sight (BVLOS) 91.113b
exemptions on the Certificate of Authorization (COA) or Jurisdictional COA (JCOA) on behalf of our partner public safety agencies
and then transfer it to their CAPS account. Whether you have no prior waivers from the FAA or have had a COA for a year,
we take care of the whole process.

1.

Discovery Call: What is the your organization trying to accomplish? What is the geographical layout of the city? Hospital
heliports? Major airports? Regional airports? Metropolitan vs suburban?

2.

Paperwork: We need three documents from the department all of which should take less than 1 hour of work.

3.

Concept of Operations (CONOPS): this is the application we create for our customers based on their specified launch
locations. It is a 20+ page document that outlines how you plan to operate safely beyond visual line of sight. When and how
do you plan to operate BVLOS? For what missions and why? What aircrafts are you using? What visual observer mitigations
do you plan on using? What safety mitigations does the tech have? What happens if there is a loss of connection? What
are the see and avoid procedures you need in place?

4.

Team Meeting: A while back, each agency needed to have a meeting with 30 FAA members to summarize the CONOPS.
In the last few applications we’ve submitted, we did not need to have a waiver team meeting.

LTE-ENABLED UAVS

CRUCIAL TO BVLOS AND DFR

LTE VS RF

The difference between using an LTE based drone and a radio-based drone for DFR is substantial in terms of area coverage and
logistics. The oranges circles show what coverage of Odessa, TX looks like. The epicenter are real PD or fire stations. The grey
circles represent radio-based drones.

JURISDICTION

LTE-BASED

RADIO-BASED

Odessa, TX jurisdiction

Coverage would take ~ 3 LTE-enabled
drones (3-mile radius)

Coverage would take ~ 10 radio-based drones
with RPIC’s on rooftops (1.5-mile radius)
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Elizabeth PD Case Study

ELIZABETH PD

CASE STUDY
Elizabeth Police Department has had one of the most robust drone programs
in the country for the better half of a decade. The benefits that the UAS unit has
brought to their fellow first responders is tremendous. With the traditional
manual deployment model in which drone coverage is reliant on the response
time of a trained pilot, this goal was largely unobtainable.
Drone as a First Responder is designed to separate the benefits a UAS program
provides with the response time of a trained pilot. The Elizabeth PD UAS Unit
can now have a drone overhead to any call within minutes of the request for
service. This enhances the UAS program in two ways: 1) first responders are now
able to gain the critical intel that UAS can yield before arriving on scene and the
information can be given hundreds of times a week as oppose to a few times a

MISSIONS: 1,277
A mission is defined as any time in which the UAS
was launched, used on a call for service, and then
landed.

CALLS ASSISTED: 431
A call is considered assisted if information from
the live video feed was used by first responders.

CALLS CLEARED: 21%
A call is considered cleared by the DFR Unit if there
is sufficient evidence provided by the video feed
that the call is no longer active.

month. 2) The EPD UAS Unit clears lower priority calls in the queue that

ARRESTS: 13

traditionally would sit for hours due to the unavailability of a unit to respond.

1) UAS arrived on scene before first responders and
the intel gathered led to the arrest. 2) UAS recorded
video footage of the crime and this led to an arrest.

Use Cases

PALADIN

USE CASES
DFR allows for trained officers and dispatchers to analyze a situation and gather key intel before arriving, allowing them to
provide emergency response more efficiently and effectively, making the job safer. All it takes is a few mouse clicks and a
drone is dispatched overhead. Its simplicity and autonomy makes it a force multiplier while mitigating risks and human error.

“To have that unit overhead
POLICE

FIRE

providing valuable information,
intelligence, can be a game
changer as to making sure we
have good outcomes.”
Chief Ray Schultz,
Memorial Village PD

SHERIFF & STATE TROOPERS
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SECURITY

Schedule a Demo

SCHEDULE A

LIVE DEMO
Our mission is to equip first responders with the latest in
LTE-enabled drone technology, so they can increase their
situational awareness, operate more effectively with short
staffing, and save lives.
We can’t wait to show you how Paladin Drones can help
your organization.
Visit us at paladindrones.io to learn more or schedule a live
demo. Our demos are conducted via Zoom while the
participants control a real-time live stream of an active
drone n the field.

team@paladindrones.io
(737) 377 4754
708 Main St, Houston, TX 77002

LEARN MORE

For more product information,
visit paladindrones.io
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